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WITH THE ADDITION OF THE NEW ETHOS PRO,
WE OFFER A FAMILY OF ENTRY-PRICED DIAGNOSTICS 

THAT GO BEYOND ENTRY-LEVEL CAPABILITIES.

ETHOS FAMILY COMPARISON CHART ETHOS+ ETHOS PRO ETHOS Tech

Vehicle Coverage 1983-Newer

OEM-Specific Coverage for 99 Systems

OEM-Specific Coverage for 48 Makes

Codes & Live Data Graphing

Functional Test & Bi-directional Controls

Adaptations & Relearns

Maintenance Reminder & Service Light Reset

5.6" Display Touchscreen

European Vehicle Software Optional

All Available Software Upgrades for 3 Years

3-Year Extended Warranty

Snap-on is a trademark, registered in the United States and other countries, of Snap-on Incorporated. All rights reserved. ©Snap-on Incorporated 2016.            Part # EAZ0078L20A
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A HEAD START WITH MORE  
SOPHISTICATED DIAGNOSTICSETHOS PRO

Now that the new ETHOS PRO is here, the ETHOS  
family has grown to three members. Giving you  
another smart option to pick from when it comes  
to your diagnostic needs.

The ETHOS family thrives on being affordable,  
yet supplying you with features that would normally  
be found only in higher-end platforms. Each tool  
sports a large full-color 5.6" display, making graphs  
and results easy to read. They’re also able to save  
and recall previous vehicles and diagnostic results,  
for even more efficiency. And time-saving features like 
Auto Vehicle ID, and One-Touch All Systems Code Scan, 
make ETHOS a great value.

The ETHOS family itself isn’t just another line of  
diagnostic tools. They’re head starts for both you  
and your career. And with a solid trade-in value,  
you’ll even have a head start when it’s time to  
trade-up to your next diagnostic platform. 

The new ETHOS PRO has its own unique traits. This tool 
comes standard with all of the OEM-specific coverage 
and functions you’d find in high-end diagnostic tools, 
like functional tests, bi-directional controls, relearns and 
adaptations. These characteristics make ETHOS PRO 
undeniably a favorable option.

•  Powerful functional tests to verify vehicle faults and repairs 

•  Read and clear codes, graph live data and run bi-directional 
controls for 48 vehicle makes, as far back as 1983

•  Pre-loaded with European software coverage  
for all 12 major makes

•  OEM-specific coverage for 99 vehicle systems, including 
the latest technologies like TPMS, hybrid power, steering 
angle sensor, collision avoidance and park assist

A HEAD START WITH CONSISTENT 
SOFTWARE UPGRADESETHOS Tech

• Software upgrades included in purchase for three years

• Web accessible upgrades via ShopStream Connect™

•  Read & clear codes, graph live data and run  
bi-directional controls for 1996-newer vehicles

• Extended 3-year warranty

A HEAD START FOR A 
TECHNICIAN CAREERETHOS+

• Intuitive, efficient and the most affordable 

• Read and clear codes

•  Compare results side-by-side and graph up  
to four live data parameters on-screen at once

• Single connector for OBD-II applications 

• OEM-specific coverage for 48 makes

THE NEWEST MEMBER OF THE FAMILY DESERVES A PROPER INTRODUCTION.

The ETHOS PRO  
includes all of the  
powerful Snap-on  
functional tests  
and service resets.

Verify diagnosis and 
repair with powerful 
tests and bi-directional 
controls for dozens 
of operations such as 
injector balance, gauge 
sweep, brake bleed, ABS 
operation and EVAP.


